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INTRODUCTION

The. discuss ions he working groups involved in
planning the lib;ary bibliographic components of a national
library network point to the need for standarized vocabulary.
Papers presented at working group meetings reflect the same
.need. The relative newness of the field of library networking
and the diversity of background of those working in this area
or affected by its development create communication problems.
Computer experts. are talking to and writing for librarian's.
Librarians are explaining their needs to telecommunications
engineers. Each brings diferent professional jargon to the
combined discipline; each int prets standard terminology
according to his own experie ce, thereby creating a meld of
meanings as concepts are c flied. Also, other concepts\are
gaining a new context' wh viewed from the standpoint of library
networking.

The Network Development Office of the Library
congress res onded to this need for commonality of vocabtilPy
by drrangiug to have this special glossary developed by Dataflc w
Systems Inc. of Bethesda? Maryland. This is a workingAdocument;
as usage changes, as new terms evolve to describe different
aspects of the field, and as library networking professionals
work with the terms on a nationwide scale, the scope of the
glossary and the definiti ns of the terms are expected to change,

An initial glossa y was assembled using terms suggested
by the Network Development Office documents in its files;
journal articles, minutes of working group meetings, and
discuss il individuals. The list was reviewed and revis
and pre y definitions were developed. The definitions
are functional rather than formal. The criteria for inclusion
of a tern area that it be in currnt use relative to library
networking, that it be a term unfaMiliar to the library community.
but basic to its comprehension oflibrary networking, or that
the term's standard meaning be narrowed or mmdified by its use
in a library networking context

Preliminary definitions were submitted to the Network
Develbp ent Office and to designated group representatives for
review. Participating in this effort were the Network Advisory
Committee, Network Technical Architecture Group, National
ComMiss on-on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS),
authorities study_group NCLIS/National Bureau of Standards



.

.Task Fore_ on Computer N
, Protocols,,and Council on

Computeri ed Library Networks, Repr.esentatives 'from each of
these gro Us devoted much tune: and thought to their review.
They are d -many ' constructive eomments, from the general and
philosophi al to specific 'suggestions regarding :style and

isten After definitions were reworked to -reflect their
advice, co :ulentions with the group representatives continued
with the vised glossary being sent for a second review.
Additional ghly useful comments were received-and, in the
main, are reflected 4n'the definitions.

note that terns defined ip the glossary are
the body of another definition.cored when they are used

G1 scary users may wish to r r to the following
sources for definitions used in disci
networking:

litres other then library

A

Technical NoteJi03i March 1974.
dnn, NS'guide to Networksa Ternin lo , A. m B

A om-ilation of Terms tnd liefinitions A22!Azina in
Z39 Standards, ,American Nation Standards (ANSI)
COmmittee Z39, April 1`977.

DatalLc-±Asiag Glossary, IBM (GC20-1699-5), October
197.7 (Incitides definitions from American
'National Dictionary-for Information Processing,
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers

'Assotiation, and ISO Voaabulary of Data
Processing)



accts pint

LGuut=yjoitjcTwoRKING

data element used as a means of entry to
le or record. 'See al heading,

ajplication -level

the areas of a computer system that concern
user proCesses, as distinguished.from Communt,-
cations and haudekeeping functions. In library
networks, application level refers to the
computer proCesses in support of specific library
operations, such as acquisitions, cataloging,
serials control,-reference, etc.

_ire

the technical structure or 21figyr4s1421-1. of

a system.

nchronous c eration

a mode of'compu_ -nporation-and telecomuuni=
cation- transmission in which the time inter-
vals between transmitted characters may be
arunequal length.

authentication

certification that the data content and con.
tent designation nf a given bibliographic
record have keen reviewed by an appropriate
center of and that the record
meets the established bibliographic standards
of a network: See also:' center of special
authorization,

authentication-center

see; center of res-onsibilit .



hdritatilie recoil

a record that is 1djuag6d,by a 6enignated
center off retlponObtlgx W co form to a
network's standards..

4

ItifaaELL'LJ-111

ant
-.

a set of recotdsxthate identifies the'pstab-
lished or authoritative forms fox iilaAigzp:
prasss!L22iLip for a get of IIVALLamallic
records. Authority files include cross,
reference-J. from variants to the'preferred
forms of headings, and links from earlier
to later forms and between broader and
narrower terms and related terms. An
authority file may represent the authori-.
tative forms of headings for an individual,
institution', a group of related institutions,
or a network of related and/or unrelated
institutions.

the functions involved in estaaishing,
maintaiping, and uNnt authority files.

authority record

a record of an individual.1MgI1G in an
authority file. An authority record may
include.heading variants, cross referOces
to' and from the heading, cataloging ies,
historical information, and referenc s to
the source of a heading.

the functions necessary to generate an
organize records of library materials
for effective retrieval.
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bibiiigkaphic data

data representing individual bibliographic
attributes of an item, typically including
descriptive and subject cataloging elements,
indexing elements, authority elements, and-
abstracts.

bibliographic. rou

a set of functionally related bibliographic
data,

information

the meaning assigned _to`bibliorghc dates,

,(21h11,2aE10-11L1Ln

a uniquely identifiedidentiferd work or part of a work.

bibliographic (processing) services_

activities that assist libraries in
establishing bibliographic control"
over their materials and in gaining ,
access to mechanisms for their identifi-
cation and retrieval. .See biblio-
2Ija2hk service- cente

111121112MAIAXFS°"_'

a collection of biblio h lc data fields
treated as one logical-entity that describes
a specific also:

-Iilg4218rqaEL=.

the set of bibliographic data needed for
unique identification of an item.

1211211pgtAphlEreference file

se



bil1101r104-ce. center

an orminization that serves as a broker or
distributor of computer-based 121121i2IxtLphic
(pLcE2ALgin. services. A service center

,

gains access to naticinal librar network
resources through the facilities of a
graphic utility, It does not necessarily
contribute records directly to or maintain
portions of the national libr4Ty_network
data base.

bibliographic strip

a ceded summary of bibliographic data,
especially as printed on the cower of a
periodicail$ u used for rapid identification
ef' an, item.

bibliographic unit

eatalog

1) see: 1211allaaallisILn
2) see:

LAVIREitxELgmci,

,an organization that maintains online
bibliographic A4lAjia!1, enabling it
to offer computer-based support to any
intprested users, including national
likrary_network participants. A biblio-
,graphic utility will maintain componentsof the nationalt-1.
store and provide a standard interface
through which bibliographic service
centers, and individual national library, national
network participants. may gain access t
the nationwide network.

a set of b b generally
Under cont _ of authority 91 which
desctibes the resources of a collectiOn,
library, or network. It is the instrument
by which 121121122raphic control is maintainO0
for a collection, library, or network, and
by which the relationship betWeen indivtduai
121121ts can be inddcated.
See also:. littarysa_talgm-



4ta1og n_ record

r ter

a bibliographic record that describes a''
specific. item and relates it.te other
'items described in the file.

f authentication

see: LtaLe_IL

excellence

an institution _with the designated
responiibility for collecting, cata-
leging and providing bibliographic
records for materials in special
subject, geographic or language areas.
See also: resource library.

-an organization with designated
responsibility far establishing and
maintaining the authoriptiviform
of.data elements to be used within
a network. See also: center of

ecial nut,

see: center +f_ special_ authorization.

00ter cif `_special authorization_

an organization, other than a center _e
respdnsibilit,, that is empowered to
authenticiate specific data fttla in

certain. bitLLarAthL=Kelp. Authent
cation by these centers of special
authorization can be overriden by
decision of a center of responslbil



SariFA11?&L(211211etwork

a compUter network configuration in which
one computer or a group of

centrallylocated
computers provides computing power dud main-
tains control of a -lication level programs
and telecommunications. See also:. decent
11.qLSERTYLYSSOag-IY922

centralized processing

1) computer processing in which one computer
or a group ofeentrally:located

computers
preVides computing services and maintains
network control.

2 a system for'o dering library materials;

channel

chAshtlalt_

preparing them for use, and preparing
eataloging records for them in:one library
or agency for a group of libraries.
See also:1 bibliographic_Cy5:1-ns)
services.

the connection between a message:Source
and a message sink,in 4 communicatibns
system.

a means one-way transmission of data.

a digit that has a .specified relationship to
the other data, in a data-element, used to
determine theaccuracy of numeric data;

see: line switching:

see: 6J10.12uohic reference.



comm. on Carrie

a teleoom armica io company t bar 1s regtilateq
by an appropriate government agency and tNt
of fers services to the general public via
shared circuits

cc mrnunicat arrier

c ommun Lea

see: specialized coron car

tironS computer

a special purpose computer used t ©c ontroL or
format data transmitted between network nodes.

communica eons controller

See: cemnmonicattons: -o a

communications forma t

a forma t f or the transmission (a8 opposed to
the processing) of machine readah le -bib
graphic data ,

communteartions network

the physical means for a .group of
irtterconminicate data.

CO rifiauratioil

the arrangement of components or tuts t_1 u t

wi thin a cyst am

content dest 1.na tor

a means of specify ing the data dente- rats inthe _

a given field of a machinereadable -_rec ord.



ueol character

a character whose occurrence initiates, modifies
or terminates a control function.

contr=ol field

eld that supp;iesparameters which
may be required in the processing of a
biblipignapjAL record. See also: data

control fuj Lion

an operation that affects the 'recording,
processing, transmission, or interpretat
of data:

colt trL, l riles age

a network communications transnilssion involved
with managing, supervising, and coordinating
the message flow at the Aulioation level.

q22/7s eoific data

data sufficient to identify multiple copies
and '.to describe unique bibliographic attributes
among these copies of an item described by a
Single hilii2aralEhic recorder where the copies
are owned by a single organization: Copy-
specific data do not indicate an actual site
where an item is located within the organiza-
tion.. See also: Bite data

data

a representation to which meaning can be
assigned.

a structured collection of data develr ped
according to uniform standards.

2) an entire set of data ava labLe to a
computer system.
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data base access services

`organizations that offer access to one or
more data bases. The services may provide
direct access to data bases they develop
and maintain, or through a royalty arrange
ment provide access to data bases developed
and maintained -by others,

data base m414gement

the control processes for the formatting, in-
putting, storing, retrieving, modifying, and
outputting of data in large computer data files.

data base eadors.

data base access services

data communication

the of data from one point to another
over communications channels.

data element

data field

data link

a defined unit o data within a system.

a field containing bibliographic or other
data not '.required as parameters fox the, proces
sing of a hibli21apthicrespKA, as disIlagnished

from a control field.

the assemblage of comma ations equipment and
interconnecting circuits that allows data to
be exchanged between two or more stations._



decentralized input

a system in whic :h data for input are accepted
from various nodes. In terms of the national
library network,_ decentralized input will allot:
bibliographic records and anthorily_records-to
be origAnated and authenticated by Jesignated
centers 0 sibill and communicated via

ions, magnetic tape or hard copy
for inclusion in the national library network
data base..

ntralized cogputer) network

a computer network cgaLt&uration in which
computing power and/or control junctions
are distributed over several network nodes.
See also: centrajized (computer) network.

d is tributed nLITELLIfIl21oc

(list

1) computer processing systems in which the
control functions and/or computing functions
are shared among several network

a single logical set of processing functions
implemented across a number of computers.

buted, data bases

logically interconnected' data bases or portions
of data bases (indexes, locations, etc.) that
reside in separate physical locations in a
netv

distributed network

see: decentra zedAcomputer)network,

a network design in which d4ch node is
connected to every other node either
directly or through intermediate nodes.



extension bit /byte

field

file

a bit/byte codinkscheme,uAed to designate
an extended range of characters, commonly
called "escape characters," typically in-
cluding upper case and lower case alphabets,
special characters, and numerals.

a specified set of contiguous characters
in a record, used for a particular category
of data.

a collection of related records.

fixed field

a field that always has a specific number of
character spaces allocated, regardless of the
data contents, See also: variable field.

o r ma t recognition

a computer process for constructing machine-
readable biblioarlEhicrecords from a stream
of data, utilizing a specific format that
facilitates identification of content designators.

front end computer

a subsidiary computer that performs the control
and conversion functions necessary for data
transmission between LIcaeltl! and the
communications network. See also: host front
end processor, network front end processor.

end processor

see: front end con uter.

full =duplex operation

see: two-w



a41_ connected network

a network in which each node is directly
connected for comm nica *ons'urposes with
every other node.

half - duplex operation

see;

header

the control data that precede a message
text; for example, source or destination
code, priority, message type,

the form of a name, subject, unicorn title,
series; etcused as an access point to a
1114kW4LELISrecord or authority record. Thc
totaljty-of headings in an authority file
is indicative of the organization of an
entire catalog and the rules
1

structure the catalog,.
used to

heter9Ellieous (com uter)_network

a etwork that has dissimilar host comput _

such as those of various manufacturers,
See also: homogenous (computer) network.

HFEP

see: host
_ _end processor._

hierarchical (com network

a computer network in which processing and
control functions are delegated to several
levels of specially suited computers.



tl21-StiaLL4a to
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data sufficient to identify a number of
items owned by an organization, -where-.2-
the several items are described jointly
by a singleliLLLEAEIILL2r42 common-
ly used with respect to serials (volumes:
issues, etc.). Not be used interchange-
ably with locat

data that indicate the scope c the entire
collection, or a_specific part of= the col-
lection, of-a-14brary=o-r-group-

h°T1/-1eri"rnetw"k
'a network with si> ilar host sEsL such
as those of one model of one manufacturer.
See also': heterogeneous coin uter) network.

host

a system or subsystem in a network that
performs actual processing operations against
a data base and with which other network
nodes communicate.

host cemu_ter

a netwo k computer-that performs the pri-
mary pr __essing services such as computation,
data b e access, and data manipulation.
See al communications computer_.

d ocessor

front end om-uter at A host Site.
Provides the interface between the host com-
puter and the logical network front end pr.o-
cessor.. Host front end processor functions
encompass message formatting, character con-
version, operating system control and -input
output supervisor control.



a network location that receives communica-
tions:from other network nodes, performs
operations on thmq (via a host computer)

sendsand ses communiattlions to other .f:---413h._

information retrieval

the process of selecting from data bases
relevant citations to bibliograiihic items
or other pieces: of data, using a variety
of access points (subjects, names, dates,
and ofte-n-eMplOying logical operations to

define the search strategy.

information'retrievalservices

see data ba _ access services.

institution authority record

interlace

see: local authority record.

the point or process that.;_loins two
system components,

1) a shared boundary, &2fined by commotm
physical, signal and logical charac-
teristics, across which data travel.

a device that facilitates interopeti-
duo of two systems, as between data
communications equipment and data
processing equipment or terminal
installations.

Interfaces between computers and communi-
c,arions systems may be divided into various
classes of functions, e.g., physical,
electrical, logical and procedural.

interstate n

a network with nodes in more than one statc.



intrastate ntwork_

i =tem

level(s)

18-

a network that exists wholly within one
state; it-may, however, be a regional net-
work at the same time.

see: bibli2grapjlic1Lern

relative position(s) in the riierarchical
structure of a system.

library bibliosrapnie component

that portion of the national library network
encompassing its bibliographic service system
and segments of its communications system,
and exclusive of the resource library system.

I ibrar- catalog

a set of hillUclaraphicrecor s that do-
-!4erthes the collection of a library. Gener-
ally characterized by confornlity to a given
set of cataloging standards with respect to
choice and form of entry, description and
subject analysis, a library catalog represents
an attempt to maintain a coherent organization
of a library's bibliographic records and to
show the interrelationship of the bibliographic
items represented:

line switching

a method of handling messages in co_ mmunications
networks in which a Circuit path is set up
between incominE and outgoing lines. See

also: mess.:Ase switching.



link
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a communications path between two nodes or
points. See also: Interface. data link.

local authority record

a record in an authority file that conforms
to purely local ctalc21 requirements. In a
quadrapianar structure_, this type of record
is held at the "institution level."

locations data

mess

data that identify the organization(s)
holding one or more items descr-ibod by
a specific blhliosyophic record. Loca-
tions data do not Include cysfleific
data or site data for those items associ-
ated with an organization, See also:
copy-specific data, .si_te. data,

1) a single transmission in one direction,
consisting of a hoaderand Oata.

2) a unit of information transmitted
one node to another on a network.

rum

mess_age delivery system

the communications colpnters and network
front_ ep4_2Tocessors which control the
transmission of mosAvi; between network
host sand ,the tleeomounicattons facilities
used for message tronfalission. See also
message processinil_J;Im,

message_processAnL;milem

the host computers and hosi frontend
processors In a network that perform
operations on network neaLwatls.
See also: mess4gq_dell-vory risfem.

9 II



Message 2 i C1112g

a relecommunica
messg_gg is rece

the best outgoi
then re- tronsmi
No direct tonne
and outgoing Ji
switchin See

mesSnIgtext_

-20-

ions technique in which a
ved, stored (usually until

line is available), and
ted toward its destination.
Lion between the incoming
s is set up as in line

also: packet switchipg-

the substantive portion of a network trans-
mission, cA- , blocks data exclusive of
control- characters. also% header.

11-15111ZJL text lorma

standardized format for mesAa&eii in a network.
Types of message text formats include query
text, bibliographic text, reply, text, error
text. A message- text format for a network
could be 1) header length, 2) header, 3) data
length, 4) data.

moduli '-demodulator: a device that modulates
and demodulates digital giguals so that they
may be transmitted over an analog communica-
tions transmission medium, such as a telephone
tine.

multi :tatty network

inter suite network.

mirltitype network

a network that serves more thou ono type of
organization. such as a library network with
both academic and special libraries as partici-
pants. This refers to types of network parti-
cipants and not to geographical coverage.



national bi

an organization that provides bibliographic
co4ltrol at the national level, contributing
bibliog=raphic records and authority_ records_

to the national library network data base.

national biblioraehic control

1) the systen tie and nationally coordinated
organization and provision oE' bibliographici
data on all materials available in the
nation's libraries.

a subsystem of the universal bibliogIaphic
control system,

national bibliographic data base

national library network data base,

nationaljibliographic data -store

see: national libraLy network_datastore.

national bibliographic service

'bibliographic service,emanating from a nation
bibliographic center, e.g., the Library of
Congress, to support the nation's libraries
with tools for consistent and uniform catalog-
ing, and for =nationwide interlibrary loan.

national library_ and information service network

a system to facilitate access to the nation'
library and information resources. The pro-

.,

posed network is to consist of three coor-
dinated parts: a resource system, a biblio-
graphic service system, and a comm Limns
system.



ional library networklibrary

the library-oriented components of the
national library and information service
network, in all three of its proposed parts:
bibliographic, resource and c'Ommunications.
The national library network will include the
contributors to the national library network
data store, and will encompass several hier-
archical levels: centers of reronsibiity,
centers of special authorization, biblioaTalRhic
utilities, and 21hlkir&TApIllsservice centers
or major resource libraries.

The national library network- is expected
to provide services to stipport the identifica-
tion of items, the location of items, the trans-
fer of items shared by the network's partici-
pants (interlibrary loan), and the acquisition
of such items,

ti nal library network data base

a compatible set of chine-readable files
of bibliographic data_ constructed according
to network standards and designed to support
national libraunetwork services

ik da ta store

the aggregate of machine-readable files_of°

biblipapplicpata possessed by the national
lihrary_network's contributors. The data
store provides the data from which the
national librar network data base is built.

Since the data store comprises records of
only the library sector of the information
community, it represents only one facet of
the nationwide library and information service
data store.

library netyo- ion eatal

a union eatalo4 o set of union catalogs
derived from the national-library network
data base.



national libr-ar network.union catalog (con d.

A national library network union catalog
will provide a non-redundant,,, sorted index to
the network's resources, and interface with a
larger, international network. Summary Loca-
tions data will direct requests to network
participants where more specific locations
statements are maintained for an item.

national network

see: national library network.

wide library network

network

see: national library network.

1) two or more organizations eugagqd in
common pattern of information exchange
through telecommunications links, for
some common objectives.

an interconnected or interrelated group
of nodes.

network authority record

an authorily_record created according to
standards for content and content designa-
tion agreed to by network participants.

network control Rrclaram

a subsystem of a host comRuter in a network,
which controls the operations of the communi-
cations computer.

network coordinating- agency

an agency responsible for coordinating the
development of the library bibliogyaphic
component of the national library and infor7
mation service network.



letwo frohtooqEL(2ccagcl

a fron_Lccm?4keK that acts as the inter-7
face,between 'the host or the host front end
processor and the .network. is ref onsibilittes

'Includ'e the reliable routing e es e to and
from the asAoelted host front end -roeessor and

'the trausmissLou of messages from' other network
nodes.

-24-

network library resource astern

one of the three components of the national
laK=2Eypcljnformatien service network. The
resource system will designate responsibility
to information facilities,for providing access
to needed library materials and coordinate
support for collectiondevelopment.

network node

a" station, terminal or COMMunications
a computer network.

network oeerations cen

a. center that controls, manages and
maintains a network.

network redundancy

- omEuter

additional:links beyond the minimum number
necessary to connect all network nodes.

network security

the measures taken to protect a network's
equipment, communications, and files from
unauthOrized access, accidental or willful
interference, and damage or destruction.:



- network toRalaa

the configuration of links and nodes in a
network..

network transaction

node

o transaction bexween nodes An n network.

see: network node.

originatin:-host

the initiator a network Session.

the host computer at the Source.of a
message transmitted to a target hoist
in a network.'

packet switching

a type of data communications in which small
defined blocks` -of data called packets are',
independently transmitted from point to point
between source and destination; and reassembled
into proper sequence at the destination.

the communication's interface subsystem of
a computer, front end computer, or terminal.

post telephone and telegraph (PTT)

government-operated or government - authorized
(usually European) common carriers.



protocol .

PTT
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the conventions used in communicating
between nodes and levels in a network,
specifically a formal set of conventions
governing the format and relative sequenc-
ing of Lrinff1B! exchanges. (Note; the use
of."protocol" for communications conventions
between node6 at the same level, andHinter-
face" between nodes at adjacent levels has?..
been suggested.)

see: gqgPIEalL121R19&-EPEL"

quacraplanar structure

_ data representation in which
hibliographic data and locations data collected
from more than one institution are organized
with minimal duplication of data elements by
distinguishing four levels or types of data
planes: universal or system, multi-institution
or collection, single institution, and copy.
Data elements from a record that are alike fc
all institutions in the system belong to the
universal plane, those common only to subsets
of institutions are on the multi-institution
planes, and likewise for the other levels.

query

a data message structured so as to elicit
a response.

real time system

,a computer system that receives and processes
data, and can utilize the results immediately ,

to guide subsequent processing operations-.
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regional _nctwork

a network with nodes in a defined geographic'

area. A regional network may operate wholly
within a state (intrastate network), or have
participants across state lines (interstate

network).

registry

reliabiili

a conceptual entity designed to function as a
depository for mferiAggLtLLpLot standards
and the current and correct version of the
network protocol for the national library
netx!isth,t and as an assigner-.of control codes
for inclusion in the header field.

the ability of a system to perform its intended
functions under stated conditions for a stated
period of time See also:'- vulnerability.

'a method of input in which data are entered for
processing via an input device that has access to
a computer through a telecommunications link.

See also: decentralized Input.

resource lib

-a library designated as responsible for
developing collections in special groups
of.materials and for providing access to
these materials1t6other libraries. See

also: center of excellence.

resource sharing

) sharing of materials among cooperating
libraries.

2)". sharing of bibliographic data:'



resource -ng. (cone' d)

.7287

sharing of library_ processing services
and the_ computer.facilities, .programs,
and telecommUnications.to.provide -these
services.

response time

the elapsLi time betweerCan indication of the
end of a query and the display of the first
character of the respOnse.

ring network

a computer network ,in which each computer is
connected to two adjacent computers in a
circular pattern

vice center.

see: bileserceceris!r._

sink

an association between an originating_ host
and a target host through a sequence of con -
1r21pgslAgsv that explicitly begin and
end the session. .A session may have a number
of transactions which, in turn, may comprise
many messages.

1 a computer or terminal. that receives and
processes data from a connected channel.

the point of usage of data in a network.
See also: source.



data sufficient to identify the actual physical.,
location and shelving position of an item. For
example,site data may specify special Collec-
.tion sites in single-branch collections and
branch sites in multiple-branch collections,
and-may include call number data.

source

a computer or terminal which enters data
intb a connected channel.

2 the point of entry,of data into-a network.
See also: sink.

ecaized conlmon carrier,

1) a company authorized by a government
agency to provide limited telecommunica7
dons services. Examples of specialized
common carriers are the value added netwo

star network

the term is also used to connote all those
common-carriers not covered in the original
federal communications legislation.

a computer network in which each peripheral
network node is connected only to the computer(s)
at a single central facility. See also: cen-
trali;iaq±aft.

state network

see: intrastate network.

g

an input or output:point
tions system,

34



. .targeihOst

the -hOat.,S.9.11PItter in a network;. less;

with which the nr4illAtiaghoLt cdtmuni-
eaten.

the destination o a ETlag'tro.nsmitted
in a network from an-originating host.

telecommunications

transmission and reception of data by
electromagnetic means.

telepeocessing

TELPAK

terminal

text

automated data processing that utilizes
telecpmmunieations.facilitieSjor data
transmission

commercial telecommunications services using
wide-band transmission techniques for multiple.

high-speed and video communication.channe,

Sr

1). a device for entering data into or
receiving data from a-computer system

.

or computer network.

2) a point inn communications network at
whichdata can either enter or leave.

the part of a riggthat contains the
,SubstantiVe information; the body of .a_
message, 'exclusive of control thara_tern

. See also: message text.
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text .(con d)

trans act.on

the accepted format for a standardized
network communication, e.g.; query text,
reply text, error text, etc. 'See also:
messa e text format,

a sequence-of characters forming -part of,
a transmission from,allata seurce to a
data fink, preceded by a 'header and
followed by an "end of texe:signal.

an operational unit of probesS-ng at the
pplication level, a complete step of

data processing.

a logical, grouping of messages in both
directions between origina.tin hosts and
tA-m:s:s in a network...

two -wad alternate operation

mode of operation of a data link irLwhich data
may be transmitted in both directions, one-way
at a time, over a single channel,

two -way simultaneous

-mode of operation of a data link in which
data may be transmitted simultaneously in
both directions over two channels.

union catolo

1) a catalog that describes the contents of
physically separate library Collections,
indidatiug.by means of locations data
the libraries'in which a given itlem may
be found.

subsets he national library network
data base.

See: national librar network union

r
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union catalo g ( nt'd)

b) -Other union catalogs that coexist in
the data base, with'heaAlligs that con-
,form to standards of various specializ
centers authorization or
centers of

universal bibliclEaOILLMEtE91-(U8c)

an international system for handling
hifilio that describe biblio-
graphic items produced.anywhere in the
world.

validation

a Machine,orManual proc in ,which The
data and the content designators -of a
record are matched against'standards, and
notification is giver(of-any errors or in-
consistencies detected. Not only is the
record itself checked (verification) but
it is _also checked against .existing files.
No.data.are changed. during validation.

Examples of Validation procpsses include
using a check 444 to Confirm the accuracy
of-numeric'data and checking a reeord
against existing files for possible record
duplication.

.

value-added network

a network operated by a private company
that is authorized by a government agency
to lease basic communications services
from common carriers and specialized

non carriers, to augment the services
through additidnal facilities, such as
switching centers and store-and-forward
devices, and to resell the enhanced ser-
vice to end users. Telenet and Tymnet
are examples of value-added network's.



variable field

a field in a record the length of which Is
determined by the number of characters re-
quired to store the data in a given occur-
rence of that field. The length'may vary
from one occurrence of a variable field.to
he next. See also: .fixed field.-

verification

a process'jn which a record is proofread
determine whether it is complete and err
free. See also: validation,

virtual circuit

a telecommunications path that uses a
number of point-to-point circuits con-
nected through switching.by'communica-
tions _om uters, Data transfer is
accomp ished by forWarding data in blocks
from node to node toward the destination,
such War-the circuit appears as A angle
phyiical transmission path.

voice-grade line

to

a telephone line suitable for transmission
of speech, digital or analog' data, or
facsimile, generally with a frequency range
of 300 to 3000 cycles per second.

vulnerability

the extent to which a system is susceptible
to malfunctions under stated conditions.
See'also:

WATS

see: wide area telecommunications service.
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wide area' teleentnmunica ions service (41fl'1`

communications servicethat allows users
to'uSe telecommunications facilities for
voice or data transminsic n. within speci-
fied ,zones for a flat Monthly charge,
without regard to the number or length-
of transmissions.

-band

a communications channel or group of channels
with a data capacity greater than that of a
voice -made line.


